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INTRODUCTION
During the 50-year period covered by this study, the British army earned itself a formidable reputation as a fighting force and laid the foundations of one of the greatest empires in history. It was however a profoundly unpopular institution at the time, and formed from a far lower proportion of the population than almost any other army in Europe. A combination of popular distrust of an organisation chiefly employed at home as a police force and its demonisation in American mythology has created a popular image of the army as being little removed from a penal institution—a walking concentration camp run by aristocratic dilettantes.

The reality was very different, and the purpose of this study is to portray the ordinary British infantry soldier as he really was, rather than the grotesque caricature created largely by American propaganda.

First it may be helpful to outline the nature of the organisation in which the Redcoat served. That organisation varied throughout the period according to short-term Treasury policy and whether a regiment was carried on the British or Irish Establishment. Prior to 1770, regiments stationed in Ireland were normally maintained only at cadre strength, but after that date the two Establishments were harmonised. Infantry regiments normally comprised only a single battalion of nine or ten companies. Each company was run by three commissioned officers—a captain, a lieutenant and an ensign, who formed no part of this study, and three sergeants, three corporals, two drummers and, depending upon circumstances, anything between 30 and 70—occasionally 100—private sentinels.

RECRUITMENT
Most recruits were young men, frequently teenagers and almost invariably unmarried at the time of enlistment. Few of those who joined the army in the 18th century recorded their reasons for doing so, but the most basic motivation was probably economic: whatever its disadvantages, the army would at least promise a relatively secure source of food, shelter and clothing. Recruiters would certainly take advantage of periodic economic recessions that afflicted the clothing industry to sign on out-of-work weavers or other cloth workers. However, for the most part, recruits seem to have been youths picked up at country fairs or after the harvest.
Although older, married agricultural workers could normally hope for at least a certain degree of stability in their working lives, it was a very different story for the young and unskilled casual labourer. The best he could expect was to be taken on by a farmer for six months or perhaps a year at a time. If master and man agreed well enough, the engagement might continue, ultimately allowing him to marry and settle down. Otherwise it was customary to seek fresh employment at one of the traditional hiring fairs, and no fair was complete without at least one, and usually two or three, predatory army recruiting parties ready to snap up men who were unable to find a new master or those who were simply bored and fed up with the unceasing grind of farm work.

One of the verses in an old recruiting song for the 42nd Highlanders is quite explicit about this particular motive:

It's in by the barn and it's out by the byre,
This auld farmer thinks you'll never tire,
It's a slavery job, o' low degree,
So 'tis my bonnie laddie and come along wi' me.

Another often quite important factor, still encountered today, was peer pressure. On 22 December 1751 Captain Archibald Grant wrote from Leeds: 'Last Tuesday being Mercat day I inlisted four very good Recruits, in my opinion all Shoemakers in this Town, they came together in a body and told me that if I would take them all they would Enlist but they were determined not to separate.'

There were, of course, others who had more pressing reasons, both legal and domestic, for enlisting – pregnant girlfriends being a timeless classic.

While it is quite easy to be cynical about the motives impelling recruits, there is no real reason to doubt that at the end of the day the great majority of volunteers for the British army in the 18th century were drawn by the promise of an easy life and military glory. This is not to say that they were all naïve enough to be taken in by false, or at best exaggerated, promises, but rather that they were attracted by a vision of something more exciting than labouring from dawn to dusk for the rest of their lives in the parish where they had been born.

Certain categories of men could not, in theory at least, be enlisted into his majesty's service. Apart from the obviously raptured and lame, these included Roman Catholics, indentured servants and apprentices, and members of the militia. Others, depending upon how choosy the recruiters could afford to be, might include sailors and colliers – both notoriously prone to bronchial and tubercular diseases – and the usual crowd of petty criminals and vagabonds whom the local authorities were usually keen to wish upon the army. At the end of the day, though, the only real qualifications for a soldier were that he should be at least 5ft 6in tall (or thought likely to grow to it), sound in mind and limb, and prepared to swear before a magistrate that he was indeed a Protestant and not afflicted by anything else which might debar him from serving.

There were also a fair number of men who found themselves in the army through no choice of their own. General conscription did not exist as such, but in times of crisis Parliament was prone to passing temporary Acts allowing local authorities to impress an alarmingly broad range of men. Generally known as 'vesty men', they could include every petty criminal for miles around. Such voluntary recruits were very much a mixed blessing and hardly served to raise the status of soldiers. After the battle of Culloden, in 1746, the vestrymen rounded up for that particular emergency were either employed in prisoner handling or else discharged with almost indecent haste.

[Author's collection]
'Taking the shilling'

Ordinarily, the process of becoming a soldier could be quite a lengthy one. The first point of contact was obviously with a member of a recruiting party. Generally this was the sergeant in charge, since the officer's job was basically to keep an eye on the money and to smooth matters with the local magistrates. A bounty of several pounds was offered to all recruits, but the amount actually paid was a matter for negotiation. Just as a man would haggle with a farmer over his 'fee', he would expect to negotiate with the recruiting sergeant. If less than the authorised sum was eventually agreed, the sergeant and his officers would expect to split the difference. However, if recruits were difficult to come by, it might be necessary to pay over the odds, which bit into their anticipated profit.

Once the bargain was struck, the recruit traditionally received a shilling. Equally traditionally, this was turned into ake at the earliest opportunity. Then he was given a fairly basic medical examination and taken before a magistrate or justice of the peace, who attested him - that is, administered the oath, after which he was considered to be subject to military law as defined by the annual Mutiny Act.

The next step was to mark the recruit's kit and any other items of clothing or equipment he had to either up to regimental headquarters, where he would be approved or rejected by the commanding officer. If the regiment was serving overseas, he would be taken to its rendezvous. In wartime, this was normally an 'additional company' staffed by officers drawn from the half-pay list. If the officer in charge of the company considered the recruit suitable, he could be taken from there and passed on to one of the depots or stations established for training and exercising of recruits prior to their being shipped overseas. There they would be signed as 'Recruits passed by Field Officers,' who will have instructions to inspect them, will be deemed as approved by the Regiment'.

Although there were often complaints about the quality of men recruited for the army in the 18th century, there were in fact some quite daunting financial penalties which normally served to filter out the more unsuitable candidates. However, in wartime these were often disregarded in the desperate scramble to find enough men.

If a man turned out the morning after 'taking the shilling' to be physically unsound or otherwise unsuitable to serve his king, the recruiting sergeant lost the money which had been expended in persuading him to enlist. Similarly, if a man was rejected when he reached the regiment, the officer in charge of the recruiting party lost all the money spent on him up until that point. If he was accepted by the regiment but then rejected by an inspecting general, it was the regiment which suffered. Since by that time he would have been paid or at least credited with his bounty and issued with some of his clothing and equipment, the loss was relatively large.

In theory, a soldier could demand his bounty as a lump sum in cash, and it was quite common for Highland recruits, in particular, to remit the bounty home to their parents. Normally, however, it took the form of a paper transaction and was credited to the soldier's individual account from which deductions were in due course made for his 'necessaries'. Normally these included his knapsack, various extra items of clothing such as shirts and stockings, and more mundane items such as clothes brushes and the blackballs needed for cleaning his boots.

James Ayton, who enlisted in the 58th Foot at Edinburgh in January 1786, considered himself quite fortunate in this regard: 'I received £1 11s. 6d. bounty and as I had plenty of shirts, Quartermaster Sergeant Elliott only bought for me out of my bounty two pairs of good shoes at five shillings a pair and two pairs of good, white stockings at two shillings per pair.'

PAY AND SUBSISTENCE

For most of the period pay was a princely eightpence per day, of which sixpence was accounted subsistence and the remaining twopence the 'off reckonings' which - less certain administrative deductions - were made over directly to the colonel of the regiment and used by him to pay for most of the soldier's clothing. Any surplus left over was the colonel's perquisite.

Clothing was discussed more fully in MAA 289: King George's Army (2), but essentially a soldier was entitled to a complete suit of clothing annually. It comprised a coat, waistcoat or waistcoat front, breeches, hat, stockings, shoes and a couple of shirts - paid for out of his 'off reckonings'. Any additional items of clothing, which could range from fatigue jackets to additional shirts, gaiters, stockings and shoes, were then paid for through stoppages from his subsistence.

The only time a soldier might actually hope to fender any of the 'off reckonings' was when the clothing to which he was entitled was not delivered for any reason, or was of a lower standard than usual. An example of this was when the short jackets were substituted for the usual
The subsistence portion of the soldier's pay was, in theory, issued every two months to the regiment. In practice, it would then be passed on to the soldier weekly or at shorter or longer intervals if the circumstances demanded it. Out of the 3s 6d subsistence due a soldier each week, his captain was normally authorised to deduct sixpence 'for shoes, stockings, garters, medicines, shaving, mending of arms, loss by exchange of remittance of their pay but nothing else except such things as may be lost or spoiled by the soldier's negligence and the captain is to account with them for the residue every two months'.

Whether any 'residue' from these stoppages actually became available was, of course, a different matter entirely, as James Aytoun, who had the misfortune to be drafted into the badly run 30th Foot, recalled: 'I have to observe that no man, or at least very few that died in Dominique, was out of debt in the company's books. The men's account was never settled nor arrears paid off more than once in six months and frequently on a longer period. It was always observed that a careful soldier was severely watched by the adjutant and pay sergeants, more so than a prodigal, because the prodigal took from the pay sergeant shirts, shoes etc. at an extravagant price and sold the same for less than half their value. In doing so they were rarely out of debt to the pay sergeant. Officers of company seldom gave themselves any concern about their company's accounts. The pay sergeants were heirs at law and, as already observed, most men when dead were in debt in the company's book. It was very easy making a dead man "debtor to
transport. In the latter case the soldier was provided with rations and the cost of them was deducted as a further stoppage.

Normally he was then entitled to receive one pound of bread and either one pound of beef or nine ounces of pork each day, together with lesser quantities of 'small rations' – usually oatmeal, butter or cheese, pease and occasionally rice.

Like most soldiers, James Aytoun was actually much less concerned with strong drink than with food, and his memoirs cover the subject in some detail. In 1786, while still a recruit with the 58th Foot, he describes how, while quartered in Ireland, a butcher in his mess and some other men would periodically buy a sheep which 'when killed and all counted, cost us about 1d per lb'. Others would sometimes visit Downpatrick market to purchase oatmeal for the breakfast porridge. On the other hand, on Dominica, where he served with the 30th Foot, rations were issued, but were rarely consumed by the soldiers themselves: 'We sold all our butter, rice, pease and beef and part of our pork and bought green plantains, vegetables and roast coffee and treacle and made a shift to have a jug of coffee and a piece of bread for breakfast and an ounce or two of pork for dinner with a plate of tolerable good broth made from the salt pork... Any supper or third meal we had was a little pork brine, Cayenne pepper and the remainder of our bread.'

How much was actually stopped from the soldier's subsistence in order to pay for these rations varied according to circumstances, but an effort was always made to ensure that at least some hard cash was delivered over to him. Normally this would be paid in local currency; in July 1759, troops in the camp at Lake George in Upper New York were informed: 'The commanding officers of Regiments having been assembled to take into consideration the most convenient method of paying the troops as also weekly stoppages to be made to enable the Captains to provide a necessary supply of shirts shoes &c. for their Comps. The Genl directs the payment to be made in the following manner – a Sergt. six shillings, a Corpl. four shillings, Drummer four shillings. Private Soldiers three shillings per week New York Currency. Eight shillings that currency being equal to a dollar at 4s & 8d sterling.'

Having arranged for the soldier to receive at least a modicum of cash for his own use, care was also taken to regulate the prices which sufferers could charge for food and drink. The following summer (1759), bakers were forbidden to take more than one penny (sterling) for baking 7lb flour into a 9lb loaf, and if payment in kind had to be made, the bakers were not to exchange 7lb bread for 7lb flour, since it was considered 'a shameful deduction from the portion allowed a soldier and too exorbitant a profit for the baker'. Shameful or not, it was evidently common practice, and James Aytoun mentions that on Dominica he and his comrades were regularly issued with 1lb bread each day in place of the regulation 1lb flour.

Comparatively generous quantities of alcohol were provided on active service, or were at the very least subsidised. Tea and coffee had yet to gain wide acceptance and water often turned out to be contaminated. Once again stoppages could be made for drinks, although regiments serving in North America in the 1760s were provided with the utensils and ingredients to brew their own spruce-beer.

There was a tendency for soldiers to dispose of what remained of their subsistence – and any other cash they had – on strong drink. The practice of distributing subsistence money on a daily basis where possible curbed any temptation to spend a whole week's subsistence in one drunken night.

Commentators both ancient and modern have tended to deplore this predilection for strong drink. While stationed at Dover Castle in 1754, Colonel James Wolfe complained: 'It has been observed that some
soldiers go out of these barracks with a full resolution to get drunk, and have even the impudence to declare their intentions."

**LIVING CONDITIONS**

Dover Castle was in fact one of the very few barracks maintained in England during the greater part of the 18th century. At first, permanent barracks were only established where there was considered to be a pressing need to maintain a concentration of troops for the most part they were created in existing fortresses.

**Barrack life**

The first purpose-built barracks in England were erected at Berwick in 1721. Others were later built at Chatham, Hilsea (Portsmouth), Tynemouth, Plymouth and other locations considered worth defending. Similarly, in Scotland barrack accommodation was initially provided only in the castles at Edinburgh and Stirling. However, in the aftermath of the Jacobite Rising of 1715, a number of small barracks and police posts were erected in the Highlands, and after the last rising of 1745, a large barracks which could accommodate two battalions at once was erected at Fort George Ardersier. Ireland had large barracks at Dublin, Limerick, Kinsale, Cork, Waterford and Galway. In addition, there were a large number of smaller security posts, which often housed no more than a single company, chiefly in Ireland and Scotland.

Useful as these barracks were, they did not provide adequate accommodation for the greater part of the army. Indeed it has been estimated that by 1792 proper barrack accommodation existed for only 20,000 men, and that included the ordnance troops and invalids permanently stationed in the various forts. Consequently, most battalions serving in England, and to a lesser extent in Scotland and Ireland, had to be dispersed, often quite widely, among the civilian population in billets. Almost invariably they were accommodated in public houses or, as the annual Mutiny Acts defined them, "inns, livery stables, alehouses, victualling houses, and all houses selling brandy, strong waters, cider, or methgefin by retail to be drunk on the premises".

Broadly speaking, the soldier could find himself in a purpose-built barracks or adapted mediaeval castle while serving in Scotland or England, but was more likely to be accommodated piecemeal in the loft or some other dingy corner of an inn. In Ireland his chances of living in a proper barracks were greater, but it was only really in one of the permanent foreign stations such as Gibraltar or Jamaica that he could be assured of such accommodation.

Neither barracks nor billets had anything much to commend them, for overcrowding was rife in both - even at Fort George Ardersier, which was very much a model establishment, eight men might end up sleeping two to a bed in each small barrack room. Complaints about the condition of the accommodation were also common, but for many soldiers it was a real improvement on the frequency and insanitary hovels in which their civilian counterparts lived.

**Married men**

Soldiers were routinely discouraged from marrying but many did so, and the regulations allowed six wives per company. To be more precise, six wives and their children per company could be carried on the ration rolls and were provided with accommodation in return for hospital or other work. It is not at all clear how soldiers' wives were taken on to the strength, but it may be no coincidence that each company also had six NCOs - three sergeants and three corporals. There is no doubt that the ordinary rank and file did marry, or at least contracted less formal alliances, but their position was naturally much more precarious. Regimental orderly books routinely refer to the presence of camp followers, and frequently express frustration over the difficulties of controlling them. At least official wives could be brought into line with the threat of the withdrawal of their rations and official accommodation.

Unofficial accommodation also existed. A contemporary sketch of
Bernera Barracks in the West Highlands shows the existence of a rudimentary, but no doubt quite typical, 'married patch' comprising about a dozen 'Huts for the Soldiers' Wives and Families'. It would be interesting to know when this sketch was made, for although the barracks was in theory capable of accommodating four companies, in practice it seems to have been occupied by only one at any one time, and in the summer of 1746 there were only ten men there, detached from the garrison at Fort William.

The only real check upon the number of women attached to an infantry battalion was the allocation of space and rations on the transports taking it to or from a foreign station. Then, and only then, could the six wives to a company rule be effectively enforced. When 1/Royal sailed for Jamaica in January 1790, for example, they embarked 349 effective men in ten companies, plus 62 women and 70 children.

It was recognised that soldiers were more likely to marry when spending long periods in garrison, and that the commonest reason for a soldier volunteering to remain in, say, Upper Canada – either as a settler or by volunteering into another corps – was that he had a wife who could not be accommodated on the transport taking the battalion home.

**CAREER**

With our recruit now paid, fed, clothed and given some kind of a roof over his head, we can examine the likely course of his career. Although he started off by enlisting in a particular regiment, there was no guarantee that he would remain with it for very long; there was every chance that by the time he was discharged he would have passed through a number of different units. James Ayton originally enlisted in the 58th Foot, in January 1786, but in August of the following year he volunteered to transfer into the 9th Foot, which was under orders for service in the
West Indies. No sooner had he arrived in Barbados, in April 1788, than he was drafted straight into the 30th Foot. The drafting of men from one unit to another was commonplace in the 18th century. It was most common when a unit – particularly one from the weak Irish establishment – was ordered overseas and had to be brought up to its authorised strength in a hurry. Often the only practical way in which to accomplish this was to strip men from other units. Conversely when an understrength unit was ordered home to recruit, its existing rank and file would first be drafted into units remaining in theatre.

New regiments were also cause for drafting. At the outset, wherever possible, men were drafted into the unit from older corps in order to form a disciplined cadre around which the new regiment could be formed. But no sooner would it be brought up to strength than the newly trained recruits would be drafted to fill out other, longer-established, regiments. Finally, if a regiment was disbanded at the end of the war which had called it into existence, its remaining personnel, although entitled to their discharge on the spot, would normally find themselves offered fresh bounties to re-enlist in regiments expected to survive.

Whichever regiment he joined or at least ended up in, our recruit first had to undergo basic training. He had to learn how to carry himself, to march in step, and all the other little things that would enable him to fit into military life. Ideally, training would take place at one of the big depots such as Chatham or Kinsale, but in practice the high turnover of recruits and wide dispersion of quarters usually meant that it would not happen until he joined his company. The amount of training he actually received before finding himself on the battlefield would vary, but it seems to have been generally agreed that it took about a year to turn a recruit into an efficient soldier.

Once he was properly trained, a soldier might remain with one of the eight battalion companies or be posted to a flank company. Prior to 1771, each infantry battalion had a grenadier company. In 1771, a light infantry company was added. Traditionally, grenadiers were drawn from the tallest and strongest men in the battalion, but this practice seems to have been the case only when a regiment was formed from scratch. In well-established corps, it was more usual to fill the ranks of the grenadier company with the steadier and more mature men – those who could be depended upon in a crisis, irrespective of their height. Similarly, the light company, although requiring nimble, active men, clearly also required good soldiers with stamina and more intelligence than might have been expected from the raw farm boys newly swept up by recruiters. Indeed, there are indications that, in some units at least, a good soldier would expect to be posted first to the light company and then, as his breath failed him, on to the grenadiers.
Promotion

Although a posting to either a grenadier or a light company meant an increase in status and probably a corresponding increase in net subsistence money with which he might be entitled—the first upward step by way of promotion was to the rank of corporal. This brought a modest increase in pay and probably a rather greater increase in responsibility (although he would still shoulder a firelock and stand in the ranks).

After that, if he was fit for it, he could be promoted to sergeant. This was a far more responsible post. Apart from anything else, it required, in practice, the ability to read and write. Normally this was the pinnacle of a recruit’s career (sergeant-major and quartermaster-sergeant were appointments at this period rather than ranks). However, for a fortunate few it was possible to go further and be commissioned—to become an officer.

Despite the domination of the purchase system, promotion of ranks to a commissioned rank was surprisingly common in the 18th-century British army—perhaps more so than in the 19th century, when a distinct officer caste began to emerge.

Rising from the ranks

Promoted rankers generally fell into one of three categories: the old and steady, the exceptionally brave, and the volunteers. The first category was perhaps the largest, and included commissioned quartermasters; by the end of the 18th century, it was a rank invariably drawn from experienced quartermaster-sergeants. Particularly able sergeants were also promoted to fill company vacancies. This happened chiefly in newly raised regiments where their experience and talents were at a premium, although inspection returns reveal that most regiments usually had at least one former ranker amongst their subalterns. Obviously such experience was not gained overnight, and the four sergeants commissioned into the newly raised 64th Foot in 1756 had between 12 and 22 years’ service in the ranks behind them. These comparatively old officers often found it difficult to rise much further, although it was not unknown: George Edington was promoted to sergeant in 1/Royal on 30 December 1790 and was commissioned just three and a half years later. By 6 December 1798 he was a captain.

Promotion of the exceptionally brave was much more haphazard. Where a man’s character or ability was not considered equal to his bravery, he might be commissioned into an invalid company or some other obscure billet, rather than his own corps. In such a case, promotion was obviously a dead end, although the eventual prospect of the half-pay this offer was not lightly disregarded. For others, however, a promotion of this nature could once again be a stepping stone to better things. Sergeant Terry Molloy, described by General Sir John Gope in 1745 as ‘a very good sergeant’, received a lieutenant’s commission after he and a dozen men successfully defended Ruthven Barracks against three hundred Jacobite rebels. Ten years later, further promotion came after he successfully fought his way out of Braddock’s disaster on the Monongahela river.

The third category, the ‘volunteers’, were for the most part men who lacked the money and influence necessary to obtain a commission by more conventional means; they enlisted to serve in the ranks in the hope of one day being offered any vacancy which arose. Naturally such opportunities occurred most frequently in wartime or when a battalion was far from home. On active service there were obvious advantages for all concerned, in that the vacancy could be filled on the spot instead of waiting for a replacement to be sent from home. At the same time, the volunteer, by virtue of having served for a time in the ranks, would come to the job with some useful training and experience. Just as importantly, perhaps, he would have gained an empathy with the rank and file which a newly hatched ensign commissioned straight from school would never attain.

Just how widespread the practice of promoting volunteers was is hard to assess, since it is often unclear whether the local promotions recorded in orderly books refer to volunteers or deserving NCOs.

Samuel Bagshawe enlisted as a private in the 26th Foot in 1731 and served seven years in the Gibraltar garrison, eventually becoming quartermaster sergeant. For an Englishman serving in a Scottish regiment this was considered to be pretty good going at the time. He only escaped from the ranks when his uncle bought him out, and two years later he obtained an ensign’s commission in the 30th Foot through the influence of the Duke of Devonshire. More typical, perhaps, was a 19-year-old Inverness-shire man, John Urquhart. The son of a grenadier wounded at Belleisle in 1701, he served two years in the ranks of 1/Royal before obtaining an ensign’s commission without purchase in January 1761 and ultimately working up to Captain. (See MAA 285 King George’s Army 1740-93 Vol. I).

Oddly enough, in the summer of 1794 no fewer than three out of the 11 officers actually on duty in 1/Royal had begun their career in the ranks. Odder still, they also represented the three main strands by which rankers could gain promotion; Urquhart, of course, was a volunteer; George Edington had gained his commission through merit and perhaps a bit of conspicuous bravery, since promotion from Sergeant came in the wake of the capture of Port au Prince; and the eldest of the trio, Alexander Davidson, had accelerated up from quartermaster...
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During the American War of Independence, a dearth of recruits led to the temporary introduction of short engagements – three years or till the end of the war.

Otherwise, accepting the ‘King’s shilling’ meant, in theory, entering His Majesty’s service for life. In practice this was rarely the case, except where the soldier died of wounds or disease. Normally a soldier, if wishing to leave the army for whatever reason, could obtain his discharge in a number of ways.

In the first place, if a soldier was promoted to commissioned rank, he was first discharged from the rolls of his regiment. If a unit was disbanded at the end of a war, all its NCOs and rank and file were also entitled to receive their discharge. Furthermore, prior to 1770, battalions carried on the Irish establishment mustered only half the number of rank and file allowed to battalions on the British establishment. Consequently those men surplus to requirements when a battalion was transferred to the Irish establishment had to be discharged. There was, of course, a fair chance that any discharged soldier might immediately be picked up by a recruiting party for another unit, but there was no obligation on him to re-enlist.

Similarly, when a unit was ordered home from a colonial posting, soldiers could elect either to be drafted into a unit remaining in the country or, if their own regiment was going home to be disbanded, they could obtain their discharge as free settlers and receive a land-grant into the bargain.

**Benefits and pensions**

Soldiers wounded in battle or crippled by disease in the King’s service – venereal diseases and chronic alcoholism did not count – were entitled to a range of benefits according to their circumstances.

For the worst cases, there were a limited number of places in the Royal Hospitals at Chelsea and Kilmainham for the British and Irish establishments respectively. Oddly enough, a soldier’s entitlement to a place, or to a pension from either establishment, depended upon which establishment his regiment was carried by at the time of his discharge. So soldiers originally enlisted in Scotland for, say, the 105th Highlanders could find themselves granted a place or a pension from Kilmainham since their regiment was serving on the Irish establishment at the time of its disbandment.

Any soldier still capable of loading his firelock might be assigned to one of the regiments or independent companies of invalids employed in garrison duties. Such units normally served as little more than night-watchmen at military installations in the British Isles, but during the Seven Years War, a battalion was organised to look after the British base at Bremen. Another served in North America in the 1770s. Although these invalids could occasionally be called upon to fight, or help control rioting, their function was more charitable than military.

Entitlement to a pension was limited during this period to those who were in some measure disabled in the service. In other words, if a man was discharged fit and healthy, there was considered to be no reason why he should not be able to support himself, and the best he could reasonably hope for was a gratuity of a few days’ subsistence, sufficient to carry him to his home parish. If, on the other hand, he had been
wounded or otherwise disabled in the service, he could be granted an 'out-pension' from either Chelsea of Kilmainham. Prior to the 1750s, long service was not in itself a qualification for a pension, but it is clear from the registers that in practice old soldiers could receive one after being certified as 'worn out'.

**TRAINING AND TACTICS**

On joining his regiment, the recruit was issued with a basic suit of clothing and embarked upon basic training. Writing in 1759, William Windham prefaced the second part of his excellent *Plan of Discipline for the Use of the Norfolk Militia* with the following remarks: 'We must, in the first place, recommend to all gentlemen, who intend to act as militia officers, to arm themselves with a great deal of patience, as they must expect to find many of the countrymen infinitely awkward and stiff; especially those who are turned thirty years of age, and have been used to hard labour. These (though willing and attentive) cannot easily bring their limbs to execute what they are taught, although they perfectly comprehend it. In others they will find a great want of apprehension and memory, and an amazing difficulty of understanding and retaining things and ideas that are new to them, and different from what they have been used to from their cradle. Others again are lazy, careless and want attention. These are certainly very disagreeable circumstances, and must often put an officer's temper to hard trials.'

First the recruit was taught to be the 'master of his person', that is to carry himself properly - 'chin up, shoulders back and stomach in'. Having thus started off the process of smartening himself up, he proceeded to learn the intricacies of foot drill and maintaining his dressing while marching. The latter was particularly important, for while it was certainly required that he should set off with the left foot, before the 1750s he was not actually required to march in step except when carrying out what were quaintly termed 'evolutions' – changes of front or formation. Consequently, dressing had to be preserved by maintaining physical contact with the man next to him while marching.

**Weapons training**

Once he had mastered, or at least proved himself to be reasonably proficient in, foot drill and marching, he was finally introduced to his firelock. As today, the very first lesson was the naming of the parts. That done, he then learned the 'manual exercise' or weapon handling – first without ammunition, then with blank charges and finally with ball.

Of necessity this was a slow process, with the same one-two timing between each movement as is practised today. Once it had been mastered, he moved on to learn the platoon exercise or, more precisely, to learning and practising the actions required of him. This basically entailed getting used to loading and firing in three ranks, which in turn involved not only weapon handling, but endless practice in locking – an important drill movement which is discussed in greater detail below.

Firing at a mark was generally held to be a good thing by everybody except the Treasury. The allocation varied throughout the period, but in peacetime, battalions normally received sufficient powder for between 31,000 and 60,000 rounds a year. If a battalion was fully up to its authorised Establishment, this should have allowed something in the region of 60 to 120 rounds per man; in practice, the allocation was slightly higher, since few battalions were ever fully recruited.

This allocation was probably sufficient to practice the firings as a drill. However, until 1785, battalions also received only a niggardly one hundredweight of shot per annum – roughly 1,200 rounds of ball. The two to four rounds of ball each man could expect to fire in a year would barely have been enough to accustom him to the greater kick of firing a fully loaded weapon, let alone gain any skill in marksmanship. It is a little wonder then that in 1774 Major General William Howe reported that the 3rd Foot 'have not fired Ball for some years'. The previous year, Major General Alexander Mackay had returned from a busy summer reviewing to report: 'The Powder given to the Troops is in General very bad, the Flints remarkably so; And the Quantity of Ball so small, that it is impossible to practice the men to Fire at Marks, as should be done constantly.'

Rather belatedly, in 1786, the peacetime allocation of ball ammunition to each battalion was upped to 9,000 rounds a year, which then worked out at about 30 rounds per man. This was still on the low side, but a considerable improvement nonetheless. In any case, it was a different matter in wartime, with ball ammunition then available on demand, and most regiments threw themselves into firing it off with considerable enthusiasm. In the summer of 1757 the 15th Foot were reported to be out three days a week firing seven rounds of ball per man: 'Every man has fired about 84 rounds, and now load and fire Ball with as much coolness and alacrity in all the different firings as ever you saw them fire blank powder, hitherto without the smallest accident,' it was reported.

Similarly, the order book of Captain James Stewart's company of the 42nd Highlanders reveals the light company firing at marks on 10 March 1759. The whole battalion was out for three successive days at the beginning of April. (The entry for 4 April 1759 usefully directs: 'All the standing boards to be covered with paper and a black spot in the middle'.) After that promising start, however, all the ball ammunition was withdrawn to ensure that there were no accidents at a forthcoming review, prior to their marching off to war. As a further precaution, it was prudently arranged that all the 'awkward men' in the battalion would be posted on guard that day, safely out of view of the inspecting officer.

There is little doubt that the soldiers themselves were aware of the importance of good shooting, and Stewart's order book contains a number of references to the prevalence of soldiers going out and shooting up farmers' fences and other informal 'marks'. Poaching was also rife.

**Fighting tactics**

For much of the period, infantry fighting doctrines were governed, or at least heavily influenced, by the 1728 Regulations, which had in turn been
cribbed from Humphrey Bland’s elegantly written *Treatise of Military Discipline*, first published in 1727. The importance of Bland’s drill-book may be gauged by the fact that it went through no fewer than nine editions, the last being published in 1762.

According to Bland’s system, the battalion was divided into four grand divisions for the purposes of manoeuvre, and a much larger number of platoons for fire-control purposes. In the forming of these divisions and platoons (the two bore little or no relationship to each other), the various companies were divided up as required and only the grenadiers survived as an independent unit. The following extracts from Bland provide a useful and very clear insight into how a battalion was actually supposed to work on the battlefield:

**Bland’s system of military discipline**

In the Drawing up of a Battalion for Exercise, or a Review, the Ranks are to be at four ordinary Paces Distance from one another.

When they are to fire, either by Ranks, Platoons, the whole Battalion, or in the Square, the Ranks are to be moved up to half Distance, which is two Paces.

In all Wheellings, either by Division or the whole Battalion, the Ranks are to be closed forward to close Order, which is one Pace Distance.

When a Regiment is to exercise, or to be reviewed, the Files are to be opened, the Distance of which between one and another, is one Pace, or the Length of an out-stretch’d Arm; but that this may appear more plain, as soon as the Files are open’d, and the Men faced to their proper Front, order those of the Front-rank so stretch out their Right Arms to the Right, and if they can touch the left Shoulders of their Right hand Men, they have their true Distance: the doing of which now and then, will give them a just Notion of the proper Distance. As the men of the Rear-ranks are to be governed by, and dress with those in the Front, who are called their File leaders, there is no occasion for their doing it.

When they are to fire, the Files are to be at half a Pace Distance, that the Men may have room to handle their Arms in firing and loading; which Distance is the Half of an out-stretch’d Arm; that is, when the Hand is set bent against the Side, the Elbow is to touch the Right-hand Man.

In Marching or Wheeling, the Files must be so close, that the Men almost touch one another with their Shoulders.”

So far so good, but exercising proper fire-control was a little more difficult. The Company of Granadiers is to be divided into two Platoons, the Captain and second Lieutenant placing themselves at the Head of that on the Right and the first Lieutenant on that on the Left. One Serjeant and one Drummer are to remain with the right Platoon, the other two Serjeants and Drummer are to march with the left Platoon.

When the Company of Granadiers is thus divided, and the Officers, Serjeants, and Drummers, have posted themselves on the Right and Left Platoons, according to the above Directions, they are to face to the Left on their right Heels, and to march to the Left beginning with the Feet they faced on. The first Lieutenant with his Platoon of Granadiers is to march along the Ranks of the Battalion until the Right-hand File of his Platoon has got one Pace beyond the Left-hand File of the Battalion, and then halt, and make them dress with the Battalion. As soon as the Left-hand File of the Right Platoon of Granadiers comes within a Pace of the Right-hand File of the Battalion, the Captain is to order them to halt, and make them dress with the others.

The Major is to order the Men to fix their Bayonets, it being the custom to perform the Firings with the Bayonets fix’d on the Muzzle; which, however, may be omitted in common Exercise, if the Commanding Officer thinks proper; but never on Service.

When the Bayonets are fixed, the Battalion is to be divided into Platoons; the Number of which must depend upon the strength of the Battalion, and the particular Firings you intend to perform. Neither is a Platoon composed of any fixed number of Files but may be more or less, according as the Battalion will allow of it; However a Platoon is seldom composed of less than 10 Files, which are 50 Men, or more than 16 Files, which are 88 Men; because a Platoon composed of less than 10 Files would not be of Weight enough to do any considerable Execution; and those above 16 Files would be too great a Body of Men for an Officer to manage upon Service.

In dividing the Battalion into Platoons, they should be composed of an equal number of Files, or at least not above one File stronger than another; and those should be the Flanks and Colour (centre) Platoons.

As soon as the Platoons are told off, there must be an Officer appointed to each, to command them; taking an equal proportion of Captains, Lieutenants and Ensigns for that Purpose.

The Lieutenant Colonel, with the remaining part of the Officers, are to march, and post themselves in the Rear of the Battalion in the same Manner as they do at Exercise, the Captains, Lieutenant and Ensigns drawing up into one Rank in the rear of the Serjeants, and the Lieutenant Colonel in the Rear of the Officers, and opposite to the Colour Platoon.

![Image: The Retreat from Concord: This action is widely held to illustrate how ill-equipped the British army was to deal with light troops, but in the circumstances Colonel Smith and his men did remarkably well.](Author’s collection)
The Serjeants should be divided to the several Platoons, and posted in the Rear of them.
The Colonel, and the Ensigns with the Colours, remain in the former Posts at the Head of the Battalion.
The Reasons for the Officers being posted in the Rear, are as follows: First. As the Interval between each Platoon should be but one Pace, the Officer who commands the Platoon is to fall into it when they fire; therefore, should any more Officers remain in the Front, than one to each Platoon, it would only embarrass and expose them to their own Fire.
Secondly. It is of great Use to have experienced Officers in the Rear, to keep the Men up, and see that they do their Duty in Action; as also to lead the Battalion off in Order, when they are commanded to retire; for which reason they place a Proportion of each Rank there. And lastly, should there be no officers in the Rear when the Battalion is ordered to the Right about, the Men would be apt to march off too fast, and by that Means break their Ranks, and fall into Confusion, or not halt in due Time; which inconveniences are prevented by Officers being posted there.

**Firing by platoon**
The Method which is now practis'd, and which by Experience, is found to be the most useful, is, the dividing of the Platoons into several Firings; each Firing being seldom composed of less than four Platoons, or more than five; which Firings are not kept together in any one part of the Battalion; but the Platoons of each Firing distributed, or disposed into different parts of the Regiment; the Reasons for disposing of them into different Parts, are these.
First. The Disposing of the Platoons of each Firing into different Parts of the Battalion, will extend your Fire in such a Manner, as to do great Execution in different Parts of the opposite Regiment; the Consequence of which, may either disable or dishearten them so much, as, upon a nearer Approach, to oblige them to give Way, or make but a faint Resistance.
Secondly. Their being divided in this Manner, should the Enemy and you join before those Platoons have Time to load, not any one Part of your Battalion is very much weakened by it; however, when the Commanding Officer apprehends that this may be the Case, he must avoid it, by leaving off after the first or second Firings, that they may all be loaded by the Time they join the Enemy in order to throw in their Whole upon them at once.
Thirdly. Should the Platoons of each Firing be together, too great a Part of the Battalion would be exposed in one Place before the men could load, particularly the Flank Firings.
Fourthly, and lastly. The Firings being thus disposed of, it makes the Exercise appear the more beautiful, and accustoms the Men to hear Firing on their Right and Left, without touching their Arms till they have Orders for it, which the English are with Difficulty brought to, from a natural Desire and Eagerness to enter soon into Action; a Quality in some cases extremely commendable, but in others the contrary; for which Reason the Men must be taught to rely entirely on the Conduct of their Officers; and to wait with Patience for their Orders, before they perform any Motion; the due Performance of which, both their Safety and Honour depend upon.

**Drawbacks in the firing system**
There was a problem with the famous platoon firing system which Bland rather softly hints at: it was over-complicated and sometimes did not work.
There were essentially two reasons for this. First, by dividing a battalion up into evenly sized platoons, the normal company-based command structure was necessarily disrupted. It is perhaps too easy to overestimate the effects of this, since proper training – or, more accurately, rehearsal – should have overcome the worst of them. The second – and real – reason why the platoon firing system tended to break down was that all too often such training and rehearsal was lacking. This, in turn, can be attributed to a number of factors, chiefly that it was rarely possible to assemble enough officers and men in one place at one time to practise platooning properly. Except for the footguards, concentrated in London and near to Hyde Park, and the regiments of the Dublin garrison, close to Phoenix Park, most units were too widely scattered to carry out the necessary training.
Considerable time was also spent on providing aid to the civil authorities, road-making in Scotland and simply on marching from one quarter to another. Obviously, it was possible to carry out a certain amount of training on a daily basis, even if it were restricted to the manual exercise (weapon handling) and basic foot drill, but except in the weeks immediately preceding an annual inspection it appears to have been rare for a regiment of the line to have been able to practise platooning.
The result, perhaps predictably, was an utter shambles when the British army had its first real opportunity to put Bland's teaching into practice, at Dettingen in 1743. Far from being carefully controlled, the firing was generally agreed to have been wild and undisciplined. James Wolfe, then the adjutant of the 12th Foot, wrote that he had spent the day begging and ordering the men not to fire at too great a distance... but to little purpose. The whole fired when they thought they could reach them, which had like to have ruined us. We did very little execution with it.
Perhaps not surprisingly in the circumstances, he was also later moved to write: 'I have a very mean opinion of the infantry in general. I know their discipline to be bad, & their valour precarious. They are easily put into disorder, & hard to recover out of it; they frequently kill their Officers thro' fear, & murder one another in their confusion.'

**Improvement in tactics**
Perhaps the only consolation was that the French had proved to be even worse in discipline. Afterwards an intensive training programme was embarked upon, which reaped its rewards at Fontenoy and Culloden. It is no coincidence that Cope's army, routed so spectacularly at Prestonpans, was made up of untried regiments which had only been concentrated for the first time a month before, and that Cumberland's victorious army at Culloden preceded its final advance to contact with six weeks of rigorous training in its cantonments around Aberdeen.
Notwithstanding the improvements bought by proper training, it was still generally recognised that Bland's platooning was too complicated, and a number of units soon experimented with and developed 'improvements'. These were vigorously discouraged by the Duke of Cumberland, who had no wish to see the hard-won efficiency of his regiments destroyed by the abandonment of a common drill-book. Nevertheless, some useful refinements were authorised in 1748 and again in 1756/7.

Doubtless drawing upon wartime experience, the 1748 Regulations simplified Bland’s platoon exercise by leaving off a reserve, reducing the number of firings to three and, perhaps more significantly, by formally linking platoons and grand divisions. Under the 1748 Regulations, there were now to be four platoons in each of the four grand divisions.

The 1756/7 Regulations essentially retained the simplified platooning of the 1748 Regulations but took a major step forward in closing up the distances between files. Bland, as we have seen, advocated an interval of half a pace between each file, or in effect a frontage of about 30in (0.75m) per man when firing. The 1756 Regulations closed this frontage up to 24in (0.6m) per man.

At the same time, close order (one pace of about 30in) became pretty much the standard distance between ranks for firing as well as manoeuvring. This speeded up the locking of ranks and hence the rate of fire. In the early days when three ranks fired at once, the front rank went down on one knee, the second crouched a little and only the rear rank remained upright. This created two problems: first, if the centre rank did not crouch low enough, it was difficult for the rear rank to do other than fire in the air; secondly, the distance between ranks placed

The sequence of firing was also considerably simplified. The platoons prescribed by Bland, and the later 1748 Regulations, were numbered off both as to the three or four firings and in a straightforward numerical sequence so that volleys could be delivered in one of two ways. Either all the platoons of the first firing could blaze away at once and at the same time, followed by the platoons of the second firing and so on, or each individual platoon could fire one after the other according to their numerical sequence.

This may well have looked fine at Hyde Park or Phoenix Park, but as Major George Grant remarked in 1757: 'I deny regular Platooning being Battle Form, it is too formal for that, and never done without some Mistakes. Why should a Platoon stay four or five Minutes waiting for Regularity? perhaps all knocked on the Head before it came to their Turn to fire again... no Commander to stay a Moment after his Platoon is loaded, but Present and Fire immediately, until the Number of Rounds are gone that is allowed him for that Manner of Fireing. Then will you see right Battle Form. Why should we train Men up in one
Method, and leave them to find out another how to fight the Enemy. For these regular Platoons, as soon as you take them out of the Way they are taught, will be all in confusion.’

Grant, admittedly, had seen no active service since being cashiered for a too hasty surrender of Fort George. Inverness, in 1746, but it is hard to deny the force of his argument, and the much simpler firing sequences of the 1764 Regulations were undoubtedly a great improvement.

There still remained a danger, as at Dettingen, that the longer firing went on the more likely it was that platoons would begin firing out of sequence and that ultimately the firelight might degenerate into each individual soldier loading and firing as fast as he could. However, close attention paid to the manual exercise led to the average British soldier being able to load and fire his weapon faster than his continental counterpart. This, rather than the overrated platoon firing system taught by Bland, may in part explain the noted British superiority in firing.

**Grenadier and light infantry units**

It would still have been necessary to exert a measure of control over the firing, and in reviews it was customary to limit any particular phase of firing to a stated number of rounds. There seems no reason to doubt that the same method of control was exercised in combat – as indeed Major Grant recommends.

Common to both platoon and alternate firing was the practice of treating the grenadier company as an entirely separate unit. This was done for two reasons. In the first place, it was sometimes helpful to have a reserve of experienced men specifically charged with guarding the battalion’s flanks in battle. Secondly, it became increasingly common for the grenadier company to be detached from its parent unit.

The grenadier’s role in the 18th century was an interesting one. Grenade throwing had from the beginning been only incidental to their real role as fast moving assault troops. It was a role which they retained, despite the effective abandonment of the hand grenade, which was only of any real use in assaulting or defending fortifications. Indeed, under the alternate fire system, the grenadiers were soon paired off with the newly introduced light company. When a battalion was drawn up as a single organic unit, the grenadiers would often be tasked with skirmishing on the right of the battalion, while the light company skirmished on the left.

It became increasingly common, however, for both flank companies to be drawn off from their parent units and formed with other similar companies into provisional assault battalions. Although the practice seems to have been pioneered during the Seven Years War, both in Germany and in North America, the most notable example of it was to be seen during the American War of Independence. All the grenadier companies serving in that theatre were formed into four semi-permanent battalions of grenadiers, and the light companies into four light infantry battalions. These provisional units appear to have built up a considerable esprit de corps, and within a short time their officers, and presumably by extension their men, were taking to describing themselves as serving in the British Grenadiers rather than belonging to their parent battalions.

The extent to which their roles differed is difficult to gauge, since both grenadiers and light infantry were expected to serve either as skirmishers or as shock troops as the occasion demanded. Indeed, where it was impractical to form separate battalions of grenadiers and light infantry, as on San Domingo in 1794, a single composite ‘flank battalion’ would be formed from grenadier and light companies. This linkage may at first appear surprising, but it was entirely in accordance with Continental thinking on the employment of light troops.

In North America, the locally raised ranger companies were supplemented by the formation of a light infantry company in each regular battalion. These companies and the 80th Light Infantry who followed were tasked with scouting and skirmishing in the woods. At pretty much the same time in Europe, however, volunteers were also being taken from the British regiments serving in Germany to form a battalion of chasseurs under a Major Fraser. As in America, a number of light infantry - or rather ‘light armed’ - regiments were soon raised. These included a number of Highland regiments, who were frequently described as being among the earliest light infantry units in the British army. In a sense, this is true, although it would be quite wrong to regard them as skirmishers.

Those who saw action were shipped overseas as quickly as they were raised, without proper training in the platoon exercise or much else in the way of drill. Their role, however, was not to stand shoulder to shoulder in the line of battle or to skirmish from behind cover, but to serve as lightly equipped formations capable of undertaking rapid marches and heavy raids deep into enemy territory. Once in contact with the enemy, they almost invariably went straight in with the bayonet. In effect, their role was not unlike that of the modern air-mobile brigade.

At the end of the Seven Years War, both the regimental light companies and the light infantry regiments were disbanded. A common misconception, both in Britain and on the Continent, that all light troops were a rascally set of banditti who were of some use in wartime, but had no role to play in a peace-time army.)

Sufficient interest remained to see the official formation of light companies in all regiments on the British Establishment in 1771 and in the Irish Establishment in 1772. It was one thing to have light companies be formed; quite another to produce a competent body of light infantry. So in 1774 Major General William Howe, who had gained some very useful experience of light infantry work in North America, devised a ‘discipline’ for the new companies and managed to exercise some of them in it just before the outbreak of the American War of Independence. This ‘discipline’ was in some respects rather limited. Although marksmanship was stressed, together with considerable practice in ‘irregular & bush fighting’, the real meat of the training was to enable them to manoeuvre - and fire - in accordance with the 1764 Regulations while dispersed in open, or even extended, order.

**Evolution of light infantry tactics**

Once appointed commander-in-chief in North America, Howe then took the whole process a stage further by effectively training all his regular infantry as light troops. In the 1750s, the intervals between ranks and files had been tightened up quite considerably in order to speed up
manoeuvring. But Howe trained his battalions to march and fight in two ranks rather than three - and to do it in open order, that is, with a full arm's distance between each file.

The result may not have been very pretty, but this 'loose file and American scramble' served the army well throughout the war, and is usefully described in a set of standing orders issued by Major General Phillips: 'It is the Major General's wish, that the troops under his command may practice forming from two to three and four deep; and that they should be accustomed to charge in all those orders. In the latter orders, of the three and four deep, the files will, in course, be closer, so as to render a charge of the greatest force. The Major General also recommends to regiments the practice of dividing the battalions, by wings or otherwise, so that one line may support the other when an attack is supposed; and, when a retreat is supposed, that the first line may retreat through the intervals of the second, the second doubling up its divisions for that purpose, and forming again in order to check the enemy who may be supposed to have pressed the first line. The Major General would approve also of one division of a battalion attacking in the common open order of two deep, to be supported by the other compact division as a second line, in a charging order of three or four deep. The gaining the flanks also of a supposed enemy, by the quick movements of a division in common open order, while the compact division advances to a charge; and such other evolutions, as may lead the regiments to a custom of depending on and mutually supporting each other; so that should one part be pressed or broken, it may be accustomed to form again without confusion, under the protection of a second line, or any regular formed division.'

From this and from other similar descriptions, it is clear that the tactics employed by the British army during the American War of Independence were radically different from those practised in Europe. Gone was the solid firing line; instead there were, to all intents and purposes, a heavy screen of light infantry backed up by soldier assault columns ready to exploit any weakness in the enemy lines. The frequency with which 'charging' (presumably with the bayonet) was stressed is also significant.

The troops ranged in these loose files were not intended to act as skirmishers per se; although the regimental light companies (and to a certain extent the grenadiers as well) were trained in that role, particularly in broken ground, it generally remained the prerogative of specialist units of riflemen and marksmen.

In the light of this distinction between light troops and skirmishers it is perhaps less surprising to find so much reliance still placed upon the bayonet, despite the fact that Culloden, in 1746, was apparently the only occasion on which it was wielded in earnest. The bayonet used throughout the period was a 17in fluted iron spike with a wickedly sharp
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point. Although it also made a surprisingly handy dagger, its real function was to intimidate rather than to kill or wound. This is particularly obvious if you study the rather limited training given in its use. Bland outlines what is, to all intents and purposes, the old pike drill practised during the English Civil War. The soldier stands at right angles to his front with the firelock and bayonet levelled across his chest, shoulder high, with the right hand grasping the butt. On the word of command 'push', he was expected to do just that, driving it forward with the right hand.

This surprisingly stiff technique worked well enough at Culloden. Perhaps as a result, it survived through the 1748 and 1756/7 Regulations. However, Windham's privately published Norfolk Discipline of 1739 argued vigorously against it: 'The attitude of charging the bayonet as directed in the military exercise, though it has an appearance of strength and firmness, is a very weak position, from whence no other motion can well be made; being in itself as much contrary to all the rules of defence, or fencing, as for any one, after making a thrust, to remain upon the longe; the least effort made sideways on the firelock, or the body, throws the man down, or disarms him; nor can he advance, or make a push from it.'

Instead, he advocated an entirely different posture, standing more or less square on to the front and levelling the bayonet waist high: 'By our method of charging the bayonet, a man is firm against any shock, and in guard; shall see occasion, or opportunity, to defend himself, or annoy his enemy; or to advance upon him, if he should give way... We have given no word of command for pushing the bayonet, the motion being so natural, that one in action can scarce avoid doing it properly; besides no particular direction can be given about it, as every man must watch his time, and the opening which his enemy gives him, to make his push.'

Windham's method - which he rather grudgingly admitted to be similar to, if not the same as, that practised in the Prussian army - in effect wrought a minor revolution in infantry tactics and was adopted as part of the 1764 Regulations. The old-style bayonet drill, as described by Bland, was essentially a defensive one, and effective only when practised en masse. On the other hand, the new Norfolk/Prussian drill now made it possible, for the first time, to move beyond the relatively static firefight and instead conduct rapid advances - or charges - at bayonet point. This was to prove particularly important during the American War of Independence, when bayonet charges often proved more effective than prolonged firefight, particularly against an enemy who had the unsupporting habit of firing from behind cover.

Since's remarks upon the subject are particularly interesting: 'A light corps, augmented as the Queen's Rangers was, and employed in the duties of an outpost, had no opportunity of being instructed in the general discipline of the army, nor indeed was it necessary: the most important duties, those of vigilance, activity and patience of fatigue, were best learnt in the field; a few motions of the manual exercise were thought sufficient; they were carefully instructed in those of firing; but above all, attention was paid to inculcate the use of the bayonet, and a total reliance on that weapon.'

The officers were 'to pay great attention to the instruction of their men in charging with their bayonets, in which case, the charge was never
to be less than three hundred yards, gradually increasing in celerity from its first outset, taking great care that the grand division has its ranks perfectly close, and the pace adapted to the shortest men. The soldier is, particularly, to be taught, to keep his head well up, and erect: it is graceful, on all occasions, but absolutely necessary if an enemy dare stand the charge; when the British soldier, who fixes with his eye the attention of his opponent, and, at the same instant, pushes with his bayonet without looking down on its point, is certain of conquest.

Simcoe’s insistence on using the bayonet only emphasises once again the very real distinction in the 18th century between a light infantry/partisan corps and the trained bodies of skirmishers which would prove to be of such importance during the Napoleonic Wars.

PLATE COMMENTARY

A: PRIVATE, 8TH (KING’S) REGIMENT, 1748
General Edward Wolfe’s 8th Foot played a crucial role in the battle of Culloden just two years before the Swiss artist David Morier painted the grenadier upon which this reconstruction is based. Initially they were posted on the left of the second line, but at the crisis of the battle the 8th spearheaded General Husk’s counter-attack which sealed off the Jacobite penetration of the front line. Having briskly marched on to the flank of the Jacobite assault column, they then proceeded to fire off six rounds a man at point-blank range before the rebels broke. Allowing for a hit rate of some 10 per cent at this distance, the 824 rank and file must have inflicted something in the region of 200 casualties on the rebels in the space of just two minutes, losing in return only Ensign Bruce wounded.

After the battle they remained for only a short time in Scotland before being ordered to Flanders in August 1746. In November 1748, with the war over, they were then ordered to be placed on the Irish establishment, only for the order to be revoked ten days later in favour of a posting to Gibraltar.

The Manual Exercises 1764, demonstrated by a reconstructed officer of 1/Royal c.1794. This sequence had to be performed competently both by officers and soldiers before being ‘passed by the adjutant’ as properly trained. The whole battalion also had to demonstrate the same motions in its annual inspection, before moving on to the ‘evolutions’, or manoeuvres, and firings. LEFT Position of a soldier under arms – to stand straight and firm upon his legs; head turned to the right; heels close; toes a little turned out; the body drawn in a little, but without constraint; the breast a little projected; shoulders square to the front, and kept back; the right hand hanging straight down the side, with the palm close to the thigh; the left elbow not to be turned out from the body. CENTRE 1: Pull your firelock. RIGHT 2: Cock your firelock.

[All author’s collection]
By 1748 most, although by no means all, grenadiers wore wings on their shoulders. (3) Like the brass match cases — originally used to carry a lit slow match at night — these wings had no purpose save to mark their wearer's elite status.

4 Grenadier's cartridge box slung with match case.

The most obvious distinguishing feature of a grenadier's uniform was the ubiquitous mitre cap (5). The impression given both from Morier's paintings and from metal fronted German examples of the mitre cap is that they were quite tall and imposing, but surviving examples are almost disappointingly small and shapeless. This may simply be a reflection of the age of those caps which have survived, but soldiers, and more especially elite units such as grenadiers, did have a tendency to develop individual ways of wearing their uniforms and equipment which are often quite at odds with the dictates of the regulations. Height might have been intended by those who devised them in the first place. The present battered state of the surviving caps may well reflect their having been jammed on tightly in all sorts of conditions, with little or no regard to the requirements of parade ground niceties or Swiss artists. The evidence certainly suggests that the cloth mitre cap was a much more robust, practical and popular item of uniform than the bearskin example with which it was replaced in 1768.

Two other rather more practical grenadier distinctions are recorded by Morier — a belly box (6) carrying the additional ammunition which a grenadier often required when detached from his parent unit (grenadiers were no longer carried in the cartouche or cartridge box on his right hip), and a rather more robust sword — often basket hilted — than the one carried by his comrades in the battalion companies.

7 Private's coat, 8th Foot, 1742. It was cut from a very heavy weight of wool which did not require hems, and in cold weather the very full skirts could be unhooked and the lapels buttoned over for warmth. The coat was fully lined and when shabby could be taken apart and the material turned to create a fresh, clean appearance. Given fair weather and tear, this could prolong its useful life beyond the single year normally allowed, permitting any new clothing to be kept for Sunday best. The white worsted tape with which the coat was decorated performed a dual function. Coloured threads were normally woven into it in order to make a unique combination of lace and the rather limited range of facing colours, which would identify the wearer's regiment. At the same time, the lace served to strengthen the unhemmed edges and buttons holes.

B: RECRUITING FOR THE 80TH FOOT, 1780

This scene, based upon a rather convincing looking sketch by Bunbury, must have been a familiar one throughout the British Isles in the 18th century. Three would-be heroes are paraded near Hollyord House in Edinburgh for inspection by the officer in charge of the recruiting party. One, with a leather apron, appears to be a disillusioned tradesman; another looks as though he is simply enlisting in search of a square meal. Like most civilians, neither of them is yet capable of carrying himself well, but the third potential recruit is unmistakably an old soldier. In 1760 Colonel Samuel Bagshawe’s instructions to the recruiting parties for his 83rd Foot solemnly warned: ‘None to be taken who have been in the Service Except he be under 35 years of age, the Discharges of such men to be sent with them to the Regt, otherwise they will be supposed to have been Drummed out, & of Course will be rejected.’

Should a recruit be rejected on these grounds, or indeed for any reason at all, when he arrived at headquarters, any monies which had already been expended on him by way of subsistence, transport, lodging and his bounty had to be borne entirely by the officer who had enlisted him in the first place. For that reason alone the recruiting service was generally unpopular. There was, therefore, every possible incentive in ordinary circumstances for officers to ensure that recruits were of a suitable standard. Unfortunately the desperate need to fill the ranks in wartime frequently saw a lowering of standards.

This was particularly true when ‘letters of service’ were granted for the raising of whole new regiments. The worst problems arose when a unit was raised for rank — that is, when the officers’ commissions depended upon their finding a certain number of recruits within a specified period. In due course, any unsuitable men might be weeded out by inspecting officers, but by that time the desired commission had often been granted and the recruiter exchanged into some other corps, or even the half-pay list.
Sometimes, however, a city or county might be inspired or persuaded by an enterprising officer with local connections to assist in the raising of a regiment for him; in such a case the standard of recruit might be much higher. The local authorities could generally be relied upon to supplement the official bounty and to provide alcoholic entertainments and other facilities for recruiters, helping them attract a better class of volunteer. One example of this type of unit was the 80th Royal Edinburgh Volunteers, raised during the American War of Independence. Serving in the South under Lord Cornwallis (Dundas’ brigade) and surrounding at Yorktown, their title was an unofficial one, and throughout their short existence they displayed the yellow facings seen here rather than the coveted blue facings of a true Royal regiment.

C: RECRUITS DRILLING AT CHATHAM, 1791

As a rule, once a soldier had been enlisted, he was generally delivered to regimental headquarters as quickly as possible and most if not all of his initial training then took place at company level. However, this was obviously difficult to achieve if the regiment was serving overseas. In the early part of the century, drafts of recruits for such regiments were normally held in the prison-like Savoy barracks in London – or the equally unpleasant Tilbury Fort – until transport was available. Increasing imperial commitments and a sensible – if belated – recognition that a healthy soldier was much more likely to survive the Atlantic crossing led to a change in policy. Recruits for regiments serving in the East or West Indies, Gibraltar and North America were sent instead to one of three central depots: Stirling, Kinsale, and, most important of all, Chatham Barracks. There, if they passed their medical inspection and were approved, they were kitted out and received their basic training before being shipped overseas on the next available boat.

Watched by officers of the 42nd Highlanders and 21st Fusiliers, recruits for a number of regiments are being drilled at Chatham by sergeants of the footguards. At this very early stage in their training they are still learning the rudiments of marching and facing, and consequently have not yet been issued with any accoutrements. Indeed, it is more than likely that they will reach their own battalions without having fired a single shot in training.

Standing to the front in one squad is a "fusilier", an experi-
enced soldier whose function is to serve as a model, smartly demonstrating the required drill movements to the assembled recruits. This useful aid to instruction is still employed today. Then, as now, the sergeant preceded the demonstration with the otherwise contradictory order to the squad: "Do not act upon my word of command".

Although the footguard sergeants conducting the training quite properly wear their full regimentals, the recruits are dressed in the basic kit prescribed for them in 1791: "Every recruit enlisted for a Regiment on foreign station, when he arrives at Chatham Barracks, and is approved of, between the 10th of March and 10th of October, if not particularly ordered by the Colonel of the Regiment to have his full clothing issued to him, is to be provided with one pair of gaiter drawers; one red jacket with sleeves (which is to be button as a waistcoat, and to be large enough to admit a waistcoat to be worn under it); having a regimental button for the sake of distinction, and also a collar, cuffs and shoulder straps, of the colour of the facing of the Regiment to which he belongs; and one round hat. Every recruit remaining in the Barracks after the 10th of October, is to be furnished in addition, if destined for Gibraltar or North America, with white regimental waistcoat and breeches, which are to be considered as a part of his clothing for that year; his trousers, on the breeches being delivered to him, to be taken into store, but to be returned to him at the time of his embarkation, to be worn over his breeches for the sake of preserving them. In the East or West Indies, he is to be furnished with one flannel waistcoat with sleeves, one pair of flannel drawers, and a second pair of gaiter drawers."

D: 43RD HIGHLANDERS ON THE MARCH, 1743

This typical scene is largely based on a quite remarkable strip cartoon, drawn by a German artist, depicting the 42nd Highlanders later the 42nd Black Watch on the march near Malz. Even allowing for the artist's enthusiasm to record the diversity of this spectacle, the overwhelming impression is one of informality. The Duke of Cumberland, among others, was to issue orders confining the regimental women to the baggage (hence the pejorative term). But infrequently, with such orders were issued suggests that on long marches it was far commoner for women to accompany their husbands intermingled in the ranks. Prohibitions of this practice may not easily have been enforced when officers' wives also accompanied the regiment. Although obviously not covered by any uniform regulations it comes as no surprise to find both officers' ladies and soldiers' wives wearing cast-off regimental jackets and plaids. While such clothing was naturally easier to obtain than most, particularly on campaign, there is some evidence that wives were just as proud of their regimental identity as their husbands.

No contemporary illustration of marching troops seems to have been complete without one or more of these large baggage parties, seemingly grossly overloaded both with baggage and an alarming number of passengers. In theory only the sick, or pregnant women, were allowed to travel on the wagons, but in practice this rule was once again more honoured in the breach.

E: HEAD-DRESS

1 Reconstruck is a surviving mitre cap worn by a grenadier of Ligonier's 49th Foot (re-numbered 48th in 1748). This style of cap should have been worn by all grenadiers and fusiliers until superseded by the bearskin cap, in 1768. In practice the number of units anticipated the adoption of the bearskin by several years; to judge from paintings and inspection reports, others seem to have clung on to the mitre for as long as possible.

Originally the mitre was simply a stocking cap with a small turn-up at front and rear – the ‘little flap’, but by the 1740s the whole cap was stitched together and a degree of stiffening provided for the now combined front and ‘little flap’, in order that the cap stood upright. It appears, however, that this attempt to smarten it up was frustrated by the grenadiers' continued insistence on jamming it on to their heads as though it was still the stocking cap that had been adopted by assault troops in the previous century as a more practical alternative to the wide-brimmed hat.

2 The 1768 Warrant laid down that grenadier caps were now to be of black bear-skin. On the front, the King's crest, of silver plated metal, on a black ground, with the motto Nemo aspexerat, a grenade on the back part, with the number of the regiment on it. The Royal Regiments, and the Six Old
Although they were originally ordered by the 1768 Warrant to wear a leather cap with a black beaver skin front, pioneers generally wore the same grenadier cap, adorned with a striking red plate indicating their status. Drummers also had a special pattern of plate displaying drums and other martial trophies on the usual black lacquered background.

Light infantry cap, 6th Foot, after sketches by Loutherberg. Made of hardened leather and further strengthened by three black iron chains around the crown, this style appears to have been the officially approved pattern when light companies were introduced, in 1771. It may have had a turned-up peak and back flap, though this is not entirely clear from Loutherberg’s sketches.

The process of modification is carried a stage further in this cap worn by the 8th Foot’s light company. Once again there’s a peak at the front to shade the eyes and a slightly smaller flap at the rear, but now the crown is surmounted by a metal comb and horsehair mane in light dragoon style. The figure of St. George and the Dragon carried on the front is the regiment’s ‘ancient’ badge; another very similar cap belonging to the 8th Foot light company bears that regiment’s Britannia badge.

This wholly unauthorised leather cap appears to have been worn by the light company of Lambton’s 68th Foot in the early 1770s. Superficially resembling the chain cap in some respects, it bears Lambton’s own crest on the front – a practice specifically forbidden by successive clothing warrants.

F: PRIVATE, 2/LIGHT INFANTRY, 1777

This soldier belongs to one of eight provisional battalions formed by General Howe in 1776, in preparation for the invasion of Long Island. All the flank companies – that is, grenadiers and light infantry – were detached from their parent units and formed into the 1st-4th Grenadiers and 1st-4th Light Infantry. In both cases, the small 4th battalions were drawn entirely from the Highland regiments. With some minor changes in their composition as the parent regiments were moved in and out of theatre, these ‘flank battalions’ stayed together for the rest of the war. Initially, at least, the 2nd Light Infantry comprised companies drawn from the following units: 40th, 43rd, 44th, 45th, 49th, 52nd, 55th, 63rd and 64th Regiment of Foot. Most of these units, as it happens, had green facings, but others had white, buff and yellow facings, so that the lack of the usual facing coloured cuffs and other
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distinctions on the soldiers' jackets was presumably intended to create a degree of uniformity. How the various flank battalions distinguished themselves one from another is not clear, although since the small-arms battalions of grenadiers and light infantry were both very substantially made up of the Highland flank companies, they at least were easily recognisable.

It is one of the more widespread myths surrounding the American War of Independence that the British Redcoat was greatly hampered in the struggle by having to wear a tight and uncomfortable uniform which was totally unsuited to active service anywhere, let alone in the North American wilderness. As this figure, based on paintings by Xavier Deila Gatta, reveals, the reality was actually very different. The heavy wool coat has been replaced by a short, single-breasted round jacket devoid of any decoration, and the tight knee-breeches and gaiters by a light and comfortable pair of duck gaiter trousers. The impractical light infantry cap and almost equally impractical cocked hat have been replaced by a rather disreputable looking slouched hat.

Although this order of dress clearly did not entirely supersede the clothing prescribed in the 1768 Warrant, and its use may at first have been confined to the southern campaigns, it eventually had a profound influence on the development of the British army's uniforms. The same uniform was ultimately to be worn in both the East and the West Indies and, albeit with certain comparatively minor modifications, by all British infantrymen after 1787.

2 Another, more short-lived innovation, which made its first appearance on the Pennsylvania battlefields in 1777, was the Ferguson breech-loader. Spinning the lever forming the trigger guard opened a screw plug and enabled the soldier to push a ball and the required quantity of powder directly into the breech. In bad weather four aimed rounds a minute were demonstrated to be possible; perhaps twice as many in optimum conditions. A ranger company was raised to try the new weapon out in the field, but the experiment was abruptly terminated after Ferguson (at that time a captain in the 70th Foot) was wounded at the Brandywine. The rifle's subsequent demise is popularly attributed to the conservatism of British generals, but modern tests have revealed that the breech screw mechanism is susceptible to fouling, and under
battlefield conditions it is likely to have become inoperable after a relatively short time.

3 Cartridge making: a piece of 'cartridge paper', a .75 calibre ball, weighing in at 12 to the pound (hence 12 bore) and 70 grains of black powder, all tied together with thread.

4 Combination tool.

5 Cartridge box with regimental badge – this was the universal pattern used by those regiments who had no 'ancient descent.

6 Tin canister.

7 Powder horn attached to a moose-hair tump-line.

8 Duck haversack – in theory to be used for carrying rations, but occasionally used in place of a knapsack, and typical small items of personal kit: (a) whale bone pipe; (b) shaving kit; (c) comb; (d) purse; and (e) folded blade.

9 Cutaway of cartridge box emphasizing the hidden compartment holding cleaning equipment and spare cartridge making materials.

10 Front, back and side-views of bayonet scabbard.

Q: SKIRMISH AT ZIERENBERG, 1760

The heavy raid by Allied forces on the French post at Zierenberg in the early hours of the morning of 6 September 1760 was a textbook example of the kind of operation regularly undertaken by light troops in the 18th century. The Erbprinz of Brunswick selected ten squadrons of cavalry and six battalions of infantry for the purpose. Of those six, three were British: the 20th Foot; Maxwell’s Grenadiers – a provisional battalion made up of the grenadier companies of the 12th, 20th, 23rd, 25th, 37th and 51st Foot; and 150 men of the newly raised 87th Highlanders.

Approaching the town the cavalry were ordered to throw a cordon around it and guard all the likely approaches while the three German battalions took up a covering position at Lahr, some three miles to the north. Thus the actual assault fell to the three British battalions alone, commanded by Major General John Griffin. At 2am they approached the gates. They were fired upon by a French outpost, overran it with the bayonet and pressed straight on into the town itself. There they found the French, alerted by the shooting, tumbling into the streets in their nightshirts. A hundred years earlier an anonymous chronicle of the English Civil War wrote: ‘The terriblast thing in the world to have an enemy fall into one’s quarters by night. Nothing resembles more the last Resurrection and Judgement.’ And so it proved: as the Redcoats rushed in with fixed bayonets the French suffered no fewer than 120 killed and wounded. Another 400, including the governor, were later taken prisoner.

By 4am General Griffin was on his way out again, pausing only to rescue Colonel Preston of the Scots Greys, whose rather spirited horse had jumped him into the moat. By 10am the whole force was safely back in its base at Wurzburg with an impressive haul of horses, prisoners and some loot. In contrast to the substantial French losses, British casualties in the affair were extremely light: four men killed and nine wounded, including General Griffin himself. ‘Blues on blue’ or ‘friendly fire’ incidents are nothing new, of course, and it seems that in the darkness and confusion Griffin had been bayoneted – though hardly very seriously – by one of his own men.

H: 37th FOOT AT THE BATTLE OF CULLODEN, 1746

A surprising number of eyewitness accounts of this action, written by British officers and even ordinary soldiers, have survived, allowing the minor tactics employed there to be reconstructed in unusual detail. Rather usefully, two of the accounts were written by members of Monro’s 37th Foot. One, by a grenadier officer, relates how his platoon was almost overrun and makes the important comment that the men of his regiment were disinclined to take prisoners that day because it was firmly believed that a number of their officers had been murdered in cold blood by the rebels at the battle of Falkirk three months before.

A more valuable account was written by an unknown corporal: ‘On the 16th [April] in the Forenoon, when we came within 300 Yards of the Rebels, they began to play their Cannon very briskly upon us; but as soon as we saw them pointed, we stoop’d down and the Balls flew over our Heads. Two Pieces of our Cannon play’d from our Left to their Right, which kill’d many of them, and made their whole Body determine to come down upon our Left, compass’d of Barrell’s, Monro’s, and the Scots Fusillers. When we saw them coming towards us in great Haste and Fury, we fired at about 50 Yards Distance, which made Hundreds fall; notwithstanding which, they were so numerous, that they still advanced, and were almost upon us before we had loaden again. We immediately gave them another full Fire and the Front Rank charged their Bayonets Breast high, and the Center and Rear Ranks kept up a continual Firing, which, in half an Hour’s Time, routed their whole Army. Only Barrell’s Regiment and ours was engaged, the Rebels designing to break or flank us; but our Fire was so hot, most of us having discharged nine Shot each, that they were disappointed.

The reference to the front rank men standing fast with charged bayonets, protecting the two ranks behind while they carried on loading and firing, is extremely interesting and is supported by a letter from an officer in Wolfe’s 8th Foot. He
relates that his regiment also ‘pied them with continual fire from our rear and fist bayonets in front’. Similarly, David Morier’s celebrated painting incident in the Rebellion shows only the front rank of Barrie’s 4th Foot charging their bayonets.

Although a more widely reported innovation was the instruction for each man to thrust at the Highlander approaching to his right rather than the one coming directly at him – thus bypassing his targe or defensive shield, its effectiveness is at best questionable, if only because most Jacobite soldiers were in fast armed with flintlocks and bayonets. Even the swordsmen were reported to have abandoned their targes during the abortive night march which preceded the battle. The diagram on page 9 shows that the alteration in aim was very easily accomplished, but the decision to rely on the front rank bayonets while the rest continued firing was probably more decisive.

Standing next to Barrie’s 4th Foot, who were overrun by the Highland assault, the 37th suffered comparatively heavy casualties at Culloend. Indeed, they had no fewer than 14 killed and 88 wounded, losses second only to the badly mauled 4th Foot. The survival rate of the wounded was depressingly low. Indeed, a Lieutenant Daily included in the official list of wounded was dead by the next morning and only 10 of the others claimed pensions on the strength of wounds received at Culloend. Their injuries, as recorded in the Chelsea Hospital registers, make instructive reading.

William Gill was shot through the right elbow; John Davidson was disabled in the left hand and shoulder; Thomas Grant was disabled in both thighs while Edward McMullen from Dublin was chillingly described as being disabled in several parts of his body. Luke Cunningham, a blacksmith from Limerick, was shot through the body and head and John Guest disabled in the right arm. Charles McLellan was shot in the right ankle. John Gallaway was disabled in the left thigh and William Ashmore disabled in the left hand and shoulder. John Tovey, 55 years of age and described as having been ‘born in the army’, had his jaw shot away. Arthur Buchan was disabled in the right thigh, while Thomas Lewis and Robert Farrington were both disabled in the left leg. John Perry and Richard Mouton were disabled in the right leg. Both John Lawson and Thomas Griffen were shot in the left knee, while William Irwin was simply said to have lost the use of his left leg. Most intriguing of all, Isaac Gregg was described as having been ‘disabled by a fall at Culloend’.

Nearly all of these men were fairly old as soldiers go. At 21, William Ashmore was the youngest, and 55-year-old John Tovey was the oldest. Most were from late 20s to early 40s, suggesting that as in northern Europe, they belonged to the grenadier company. This is certainly known to have been hard hit, and the unknown grenadier officer reported losing no fewer than 18 killed and wounded in his platoon alone, which must just about have wiped it out.

An analysis of wounds by type and location is of little value in this case since these obviously represent only the survivable wounds. In the interest of fact that although for the most part injured in the arm or leg, none of them were amputees. This suggests a very low survival rate for those unfortunate enough to require surgery. Indeed, it appears from the Chelsea registers that only three men out of all the wounded from Culloend survived the amputation of a limb.

I: INFANTRY WEAPONS

1 Long land pattern firelock with the original wooden ramrod and 46in. barrel. This was the original pattern of firelock, generally referred to as the ‘Brown Bess’. The design was that of the most infantry regiments until officially superseded by the 42in. barreled short land pattern in 1768. In practice, it continued to be used for some considerable time afterwards, and manufacture of this pattern only ceased as late as 1797.

1a Modifications for iron ramrod. The long land pattern was originally seen with a brass-ripped style ramrod, but from the 1720s there was a gradual changeover to iron ramrods. This necessitated the development of a quite different set of ramrod pipes, including the distinctive trumpet shaped fore-pipe and the addition of a tail-pipe.

1b Lock detail.

2 Sword hilt of the so-called 1751 pattern. There was no real regulation of infantry swords since they were provided by the colonial. This style is seen in a number of Morier’s grenadier paintings, hence the erroneous ‘1751’ date. The infantry sword seems to have been much less highly regarded in the British army than in continental ones. German soldiers in particular regarded it as a status symbol, but the British soldier appears to have looked on it as an unmitigated nuisance – particularly since he had to pay for it out of stoppages from his subsistence – and it very soon disappeared.

3 Typical basket-hilted grenadier hanger. For some reason the grenadier company tended to sport swords with basket hilted and curved or slightly curved blades.

4 Infantry hanger and scabbard – the so-called ‘1742’ pattern. The hanger in question is worn by most of the figures in the 1742 Cloathing Book – hence the description. Standard rates for this style appear to be higher than those of the ‘1751’ pattern, suggesting that it was in much wider use.

J: AFTER THE BATTLE, GUILFORD COURT, HOUSE, 1781

The British March 1781, this was one of the most fiercely contested battles of the American War of Independence. General Nathaniel Greene’s numerically superior American army was eventually defeated and driven from the field, but in the process General Cornwallis’ losses were so crippling as to be quite unable to pursue and destroy the Americans.

The British Redcoats had not eaten for over 24 hours before the battle, and even then it had been only a miserable four ounces of very lean beef and the same quantity of flour. Moreover, they had marched 12 miles to the battlefield on an empty stomach before dealing the gruelling two-hour engagement that same day. Not surprisingly, by the end of it they were utterly exhausted and quite unable even to recover all of their own so that they might fall. No fewer than 1,105 British dead and 413 wounded lay scattered over the battlefield, together with an unknown, but probably much smaller, number of American casualties. To make matters worse, the sky began to cloud over towards the end of the battle and shortly after the Americans withdrew from the field, the heavens opened.

In order to catch Greene in the first place, Cornwallis had destroyed his baggage train and with it the army’s tents. Consequently, neither the survivors of the battle nor the wounded found any shelter that night, and the wretchedness of the most infantry regiments until officially superseded by the 42in. barreled short land pattern in 1768. In practice, it continued to be used for some considerable time afterwards, and manufacture of this pattern only ceased as late as 1797.

K: 21ST FOOT ENCAMPED, ROERMOND, HOLLAND, 1748

As the War of the Austrian Succession ground to an inglorious conclusion in the spring of 1748, the Swiss artist David Morier visited the British army in its camp at Roermond in Holland. His purpose was to carry on with the commission from the Duke of Cumberland to paint a cavalry trooper and a grenadier from every regiment in the army. Evidently, the first canvases had already been painted in the artist’s London studio that winter, but now he took advantage of the good weather and absence of hostilities to execute a large canvas depicting the Royal Artillery as well as a further five grenadier paintings (see MAA 285, King George’s Army 1740-93, Vol 1). Although the chief interest in these paintings has traditionally been in the uniform details they record, the backgrouns to this particular group are equally important in providing a series of unposed vignettes of off-duty soldiers, wives and children about their affairs in the army.

On the outbreak of war with France in February 1748, wedge tents were issued 14 to a company – roughly five men to a tent. This seems to have been pretty constant throughout this period. In May 1759, the 42nd Highlanders were ordered to be ‘made up into messes allowing 6 men to a tent and the Camp necessaries to be given out according to the regulations’. In 1775, the tent had the kettle and hatchet were issued with each tent, together with two blankets – presumably to replace or be spread over on the thick carpet of grass normally laid on tent floors.

Sergeants were ‘to lay all in the front tents of their different companies’. Officers, on the other hand, had to purchase their own tents – one was allowed for each captain, although according to the orderly book of the time, the 42nd Highlanders in 1759, subalterns were expected to share one tent between two. ‘The officers to provide themselves furthwith in tents according to the pattern tent which is to be seen at the tent makers, and to have those tents ready to be shown to the Commanding Officer on the tenth of March. No more than one tent will be allowed for two subalterns, they are to sleep before the same with their tents accordingly as none is to be bespoke for them.’

The 21st Foot was another Culloend regiment, losing just seven wounded there, and as fusilliers all ranks were of course supposed to wear mitre caps. The design on the grenadier cap is taken from Morier, while the slightly different style displayed by the battalion company man standing on the left is taken from the Cloathing Book. Others wear what appears to have been a very common style of forage cap in the field.

Above: 34: Advance your arms. 35: Shoulder your firelock.

Li: PRIVATE, 1/ROYALS, 1789

On 13 June 1789 1/Royals (later 1st Battalion, Royal Scots) were reviewed by Major General Robert Prescott at Charles Fort, Kinsale. The men were reported to ‘be of a good size, young and stout, clean under arms, well dressed, steady and attentive’. His comments on the comparative youth of the soldiers were supported by a table which shows that 45 men were aged between 18 and 16; 148 between 20 and 24; 116 between 25 and 29; 63 between 30 and 34; and only 29 between 35 and 39. Since the figures for the upper age groups obviously included the men who were generals were generally the more mature men in the battalion, the average age of the rank and file in the battalion companies must have been correspondingly lower. As for their country of origin, 243 men (unsurprisingly) were Scots of the remainder, 84 were English and 89 Irish. These figures broadly reflected the grenadier company at the time of muster, at Limerick in
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Notwithstanding these sensible measures, the uniform was generally rather too tight and uncomfortable, and although the 2nd Battalion of the Royals appears to have worn it when they went to Toulon in 1794, the 1st Battalion, which was fighting at the same time against republican rebels on San Domingo, would have resembled the far more sensibly dressed soldier of Plate F.

(2) Regimental breastplates: (a) officer 1/Royals; (b) private 1/Royals, and button loop of regimental lace. The button itself bore the device: [illustration]

(3) Breeches: normally made from white wool, they could be replaced in warmer weather by lighter garments made of duck or linen. Note the fall front which superseded the earlier fly front under the 1768 Warrant.

(4) Shirt, with typical cuff-link contrived from two buttons.

(5) Half gaiters as worn by light infantry and by other soldiers in warm weather or upon long marches.

(6) Buckled shoes.

(7) Bayonet scabbard and belt.
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Glossary

ADDITIONAL: company administrative depot
ADJUNCT: battalion staff officer responsible for drill, discipline and administration
AMERICAN TROUSERS: combination breeches and gaiters
BATTALION: unit comprising up to four companies
BATTALION COMPANIES: non-specialist centres in a battalion
BLACKBALL: wax composition used for blackening shoes and other equipment
BLUE BONNET: flat, knitted bonnet worn by Highland units, invariably blue
BLUE: payment made or credited to soldier on enlistment
BLOUSE: oval or rectangular plate serving as a belt buckle on the bayonet belt and normally bearing a regiment's badge, title and number
CARDIN: firearm with .60 bore - term relates to bore not to barrel length
COMPANY: administrative unit comprising three officers and between thirty and one hundred and twenty-five men
DIRECTIONS: sign on post to direct one battalion to another
FIREFLAX: generic term for infantry firearms, invariably used instead of a musket
FLANK COMPANY: grenadier and Light infantry company, so termed as potentially posted on flanks of a battalion when formally engaged
FLANK BATTALION: provisional unit made up of Grenadier or Light infantry companies detached from their parent units
TALER: term applied by officers and sergeants
TOMTHREADERS: American soldiers
HANGER: short, generally curved sword
HATMAN: soldier belonging to one of the centre or battalion companies, so named because wearing a hat instead of a cap as worn by the companies
HAVERSACK: coarse linen bag for carrying rations
HAT BUTTON: any bonnet lacking lacing or other adornment
INDEPENDENT COMPANY: unengaged company, used either for recruiting or garrison duties
INVAL: soldier classed as unfit for service in a marching regiment, but still capable of serving in a garrison unit
KLAR-MORON BONNET: knitted bonnet woven into multi-coloured thread, usually blue, but usually with checkered band around it
KNAPSACK: bag carried on back, containing soldier's personal effects
MANUAL: exercise: basic weapon handling drill
MATCH-FACE: brass tube theoretically used by grenadiers for carrying the smoke needed to light the grenade fuse - in practice obsolete and decorative
NECESSARY: consumables and small items of equipment required for the soldier's subsistence
PLATOON: sub-unit of one for fire-control purposes, generally between twenty and thirty strong
PLATOON (2): slang term for volley
PLATOONING: slang term for firing by platoons
REGIMENT: soldier's administrative and spiritual home. In British terms almost invariably comprising a single battalion. In the few cases where second battalions existed, they were to all intents and purposes sepearte entities, not tactical subdivisions as in continental armies
REGIMENTAL: pertaining to a regiment's standing orders
ROLLER: rolled-up neck cloth
SQUARE: blank round
STOCK: cloth band fastened around neck with a buckle, in place of the collar of the uniform shirt
SUBSISTENCE: that part of soldier's pay allowed to him for the purchase of food, necessaries and anything else which he could afford
VESTRY MEN: short service conscripts rounded up by parish officials
VOLUNTEER: aspiring officer, serving in the ranks in hopes of being appointed to a free commission
WATCHCLOTH: heavy greatcoat, amiele-length and often with a hood, issued only to serjeants

Notes on the planche in couleur
A simple reglement. The Reglement (la Règlement) of 1744. 1745 is such a total confusion of notions leading to the utter collapse of superstructure that the attempt to include it here is as pointless as it is impossible to make sense of it. The intention of the Royal ordinance of 1744 and the original text of the Reglement of 1744 is impossible to determine, so much so that it is impossible to tell whether Melun, France, contains any names of men or places. When the idea of the Royal ordinance of 1744 is considered, it seems that military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
B Reconstruction by the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
C Reconstruction of the reglement in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
D Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
E Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
F Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
G Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
H Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
I Reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.

For reasons:
A Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
B Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
C Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
D Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
E Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
F Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
G Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
H Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.
I Seibert, 6th Infantry Regiment. 1718. This 6th Infantry Regiment's proposal was a complex structure of varying tribes of men, and each regiment was a part of a complex military organization.

Additional:
B Additional regimental unit: depot regiment
C Additional battalion staff officer: responsible for drill, discipline and administration
D Additional American trousers: combination breeches and gaiters
E Additional battalion: unit comprising up to four companies
F Additional battalion companies: non-specialist centres in a battalion
G Additional blackball: wax composition used for blackening shoes and other equipment
H Additional blue bonnet: flat, knitted bonnet worn by Highland units, invariably blue
I Additional budget: paid or credited to soldier on enlistment
J Additional breezeplate: oval or rectangular plate serving as a belt buckle on the bayonet belt and normally bearing a regiment's badge, title and number
K Additional carbine: firearm with .60 bore - term relates to bore not to barrel length
L Additional company: administrative unit comprising three officers and between thirty and one hundred and twenty-five men
M Additional directions: sign on post to direct one battalion to another
N Additional firelock: generic term for infantry firearms, invariably used instead of a musket
O Additional flank company: grenadier and light infantry company, so termed as potentially posted on flanks of a battalion when formally engaged
P Additional flank battalion: provisional unit made up of grenadier or light infantry companies detached from their parent units
Q Additional field artillery: officers and sergeants
R Additional hanger: short, generally curved sword
S Additional hatman: soldier belonging to one of the centre or battalion company, so named because wearing a hat instead of a cap as worn by the companies
T Additional haversack: coarse linen bag for carrying rations
U Additional hat button: any bonnet lacking lacing or other adornment
V Additional independent company: unengaged company, used either for recruiting or garrison duties
W Additional notes on the planche in couleur: a simple reglement. The reglement (la Règlement) of 1744. 1745 is such a total confusion of notions leading to the utter collapse of superstructure that the attempt to include it here is as pointless as it is impossible to make sense of it. The intention of the Royal ordinance of 1744 and the original text of the reglement of 1744 is impossible to determine, so much so that it is impossible to tell whether Melun, France, contains any names of men or places. When the idea of the Royal ordinance of 1744 is considered, it seems that military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
X Additional reconstruction by the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
Y Additional reconstruction of the reglement in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
Z Additional reconstruction in the 18th century. In the 18th century, there was a general acceptance of the idea that the reglement was to be seen as a military organization and discipline could be a part of a complex military organization.
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